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Abstract- The thermal performance of heating and cooling 
systems is strongly influenced by the heat exchanger 
performance. It is important to assess the performance and 
characteristics of crossflow heat exchangers in transient 
situation, especially when a sudden change in their operating 
conditions takes place. This research advances the 
understanding of transient heat transfer in an unmixed-
unmixed serpentine minichannel heat exchanger with the aim of 
improving heat transfer and exploring transient response. The 
transient behaviour of the crossflow minichannel heat 
exchanger for perturbations in hot fluid mass flow rate are 
investigated. Variations in the hot fluid (water) mass flow rate 
starting from an original value of 20𝑔/𝑠 to the subsequent steps 
of 0.5, 0.8, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 are considered. The hot fluid inlet 
temperature of 70℃ and cold fluid (air) inlet temperature of 
13℃ and velocity of 6𝑚/𝑠 are maintained throughout the 
simulations for all the mass flow steps. This study uses three-
dimensional computational models to resolve flow and heat 
transfer in the liquid-to-air crossflow heat exchanger. ANSYS 
FLUENT, a finite volume method based computational fluid 
dynamics code, is used to perform the numerical simulations. 
Models are validated with the transient experimental results 
available in scientific literatures to represent the real-world 
applications. Very good agreements in numerical predictions 
are achieved for the model. Various temperature response and 
heat transfer profiles in the minichannel heat exchanger were 
obtained. Faster response time is observed for higher step  
predicted from 4084 𝑤 𝑚2𝐾⁄  to 8356 𝑤 𝑚2𝐾⁄  for the hot fluid 
Reynolds number of  950 ≤ 𝑅𝑒ℎ ≤ 2265.  New correlations for 
the dimensionless transient outlet temperature and the  
transient Nusselt number of hot fluid in the forms of  

𝑇ℎ,𝑜
∗ (𝑡) = 𝑇ℎ,𝑜

∗ (∞){1 − 𝐶1𝑒
−𝐷1𝑡∗

} and 𝑁𝑢ℎ(𝑡) = 𝑁𝑢ℎ(∞){1 +

𝐶2𝑒
−𝐷2𝑡∗

}, respectively are developed. These correlations can be 

useful sources for future researchers working on minichannel 
heat exchanger as their application becomes more widespread. 

Keywords: Transient heat transfer, 3D CFD, Liquid-to-air 
crossflow, Laminar flow, Minichannel heat exchanger 
 
Nomenclature 
3D  Three-dimensional 
Ac  Channel cross-sectional area [m2], (πd2 4⁄ ) 
As Heat transfer surface area [m2], (Nπ𝑑𝐿𝑐ℎ) 
C Heat capacity rate ratio, 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥⁄  
C1, C2 Coefficients  
cp  Fluid specific heat [J/kgK] 

d  Channel diameter [m] 
D1, D2 Exponents 
h Heat transfer coefficient [w/m2K] 
k  Thermal conductivity [w/mK] 
 Turbulence kinetic energy [m2 ⁄ s2 ], or [J/kg] 
L𝑐ℎ   Channel length [m] 
MAD  Mean absolute deviation 
ṁ Mass flow rate [kg/s] 
MICHX  Minichannel heat exchanger 
MR Mass flow rate ratio  
N Number of channels 
NTU Number of transfer unit 
Nu  Nusselt number (hd k⁄ ) 

Pr  Prandtl number (cpμ k⁄ ) 

Q̇ Heat transfer rate [w] 
Re  Reynolds number (ρVd/μ) or (4ṁ/nπμd) 
T  Temperature [°C] 
T∗ Dimensionless temperature  
t  Time [s], Transient  
t∗ Dimensionless time (t tres⁄ ) 
U Overall heat transfer coefficient [W/m2K] 
∞ Final, steady state 
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Greek letters 
∆ Change in variable, final-initial 
𝜀 Effectiveness, Turbulence kinetic energy 

dissipation rate [m2 s3⁄ ] 
μ  Fluid dynamic viscosity [kg/m. s or N. s/m2] 
ρ  Density [kg/m3] 

τ Dimensionless response time (t𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝 tres⁄ ) 

 
Subscripts 
a  Air 
c  Cold fluid, Cross-section 
ch  Channel 
eff Effective 
exp Experimental 
h  Hot fluid, hydraulic 
i  Inlet 
m  Mean 
max Maximum 
michx Minichannel heat exchanger 
min Minimum 
num Numerical 
o  Outlet 
res Residence 
resp Response 
s  Channel inner surface 
ser Serpentine 
theo Theoretical 
w  Water, wall 

 

1. Introduction  
Crossflow heat exchangers are being engaged in 

many thermal applications, such as automotive radiator, 
air conditioning, refrigeration, and data center liquid 
cooling systems [1]–[3]. The thermal performance of an 
entire heating and cooling system is strongly influenced 
by the heat exchanger performance. Characterization of 
the transient behaviour of crossflow heat exchanger is of 
great significance in many applications, particularly, due 
to sudden change in their operating conditions. 
Evaluation of transient performance and modeling the 
heat exchangers at a varied mass flow rate and 
temperature are important because they frequently take 
place in real-world applications. In this study, 3D 
transient simulation of liquid-to-air cross flow 
minichannel heat exchanger (MICHX) has been carried 
out for a sudden change in liquid mass flow rate. This can 
be analogous with the thermostat operation, which 
regulates the operating temperature of the engine by 
opening and closing in response to the step-change in the 

coolant flow rate. Numerical simulations provide  the 
insight of various thermal parameters including heat 
transfer coefficient and Nusselt number associated with 
the performance of heat exchangers in transient 
situation. Heat exchangers are made to work under 
specific steady state conditions. However, due to 
transient behavior of heat exchanger in startup and shut 
down or during non-stationary function like failure, 
predicting of heat exchanger performance under a 
dynamic load or operational condition becomes  the 
main challenging issue [4]. Modeling and 
characterization of transient phenomenon has attracted 
the attention of many researchers for designing reliable 
and efficient thermal management systems. Both the 
mass flow and temperature variation scenarios are 
significant since they commonly occur in real life 
applications [1].  

Studies predicted the impact of step variations in 
inlet temperature and mass flow rate of hot fluid on 
conventional heat exchanger performance. In 1954, 
Dusinberre [5] accomplished the early numerical 
analysis for modeling and examining the dynamic 
behaviours in pipes and heat exchangers. After that, 
Turton [6]  studied the transient behaviour of the gas-to-
gas crossflow heat exchanger. They described a general 
finite difference method for solving the transient 
response under several simplifications. Later on, the 
transient experimental characteristics of a fin-tube 
water-to-air crossflow heat exchanger was performed 
under periodic fluid inlet temperature variations by 
Gartner and Harrison [7]. London et al. [8] first 
suggested the transient effectiveness as a new term in 
studying the transient responses of a heat exchanger. 
Mathematical models were established for 
characterizing and forecasting the transient 
performance of a counter-flow heat exchanger under a 
step change in the hot fluid inlet temperature and mass 
flow rate. Myers et al. [9] presented a transient 
characteristics of the average outlet temperature of two 
fluids under a step change to the inlet temperature in a 
gas-to-gas crossflow heat exchanger. The step change to 
the inlet temperature of either the hot side or the cold 
side of fluid was also predicted by Romie et al. [10] using 
a double Laplace transform technique. Pearson et al. [11] 
studied dynamic response of air outlet temperature due 
to change in hot water mass flow rates. The authors used 
a commercial tube and plate-fin, serpentine, water-to-air 
cross flow heat exchanger in their analytical, 
experimental, and numerical studies. They determined 
the gain and time constant for the heat exchanger and 
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tabulated the comparisons among the experimental data, 
numerical computer solutions, the extended form of 
Gartner’s model, and their derived analytical model.  

Several researchers studied dynamic responses to 
both temperature and mass flow variations. Mishra et al. 
[4] Investigated dynamic performance of crossflow heat 
exchangers due to perturbations in hot fluid inlet 
temperature and both fluids mass flow rates. The 
authors reported that mean exit temperatures of both 
the fluids increased or decreased with the simultaneous 
increase or decrease in flow rates of the two fluids. They 
also observed that mean exit temperatures increased 
with the larger disturbance in hot fluid, while decreased 
with the larger disturbance in cold fluid. 
Silaipillayarputhur and Idem [12] performed an 
investigation  on transient response of a cross flow heat 
exchanger subjected to temperature and flow 
perturbations. They compared the results of the 
crossflow exchanger with the parallel flow and the 
counter flow heat exchangers. In case of the mass flow 
step change, authors observed the reduced thermal 
performance of the crossflow heat exchanger compared 
to the parallel flow and the counter flow arrangements. 
However, they noticed the enhanced thermal response 
time for three or more passes of the crossflow heat 
exchanger.  They also found the decreased tube-side 
pressure loss in the crossflow heat exchanger. 
Silaipillayarputhur and Idem [13] performed another 
numerical analysis of a single-pass crossflow heat 
exchanger to investigate its transient performance due 
to step change in inlet temperature and mass flow rate. 
They reported that the transient response of the primary 
fluid displayed a time lag, where outlet fluid temperature 
changes were not initially apparent. The time lag became 
gradually shorter with the increase of the step change in 
flow rates. In contrast, they reported the instantaneous 
temperature response and immediate change in outlet 
temperature of the secondary fluid. Gao et al. [1] 
numerically investigated the transient response of a 2-D 
unmixed–unmixed crossflow heat exchanger for 
variations in the inlet temperature and fluid mass flow 
rates. They developed mathematical models of the 
transient effectiveness of the crossflow heat exchanger 
to be useful for the selection of heat exchangers and a 
dynamic analysis of data center liquid cooling and hybrid 
cooling systems. The transient behaviour of crossflow 
heat exchanger was numerically studied by Mishra et al. 
[14] for step, ramp and exponential perturbations. It was 
observed that the longitudinal conduction plays an 
important role with the increase in NTU. Authors 

described the dynamic performance of the crossflow 
heat exchanger, the effect on the dynamic performance 
of longitudinal conduction and axial dispersion. Gao et al. 
[15] examined several experimental test on transient 
response under varying server powers and operating 
conditions on a data center cooling infrastructure facility 
to evaluate the transient response in a data center. 

A crossflow MICHX provides several benefits over 
a typical conventional heat exchanger. These benefits 
include intensified heat transfer rate, reduced air blower 
capacity, minimized liquid pump power for a particular 
flow rate, reduced weight, and smaller unit size [16]–
[18]. Kim and Bullard [19] evaluated the performance of 
MICHX  and finned tube condenser as a benchmark. They 
reported 35% reduction of refrigerant charge in the 
MICHX design and 35–55% reduction of core volume and 
weight for the identical energy efficiency ratio (EER). 
The performance of a unitary split system using MICHX 
with a conventional fin-tube outdoor coils for air 
conditioning and heat pumping applications were 
compared by Kim and Groll [20]. Authors reported that 
MICHX needed 23% less face area and 32% less 
refrigerant-side volume than that of the baseline heat 
exchanger.  The improvement in EER ranged from1~6%, 
depending on the air-side fin density and heat exchanger 
orientation.  

Fotowat et al. [21] experimentally investigated the 
transient response of a MICHX with step variation of hot 
fluid mass flow rate. The researchers characterized the 
fluids outlet temperatures, response time, and residence 
time. However, they did not evaluate the heat transfer 
coefficient (HTC) and Nusselt number (Nu) when the 
heat exchanger is subjected to a change in the hot fluid 
mass flow rate.  This is because of the impracticability to 
experimentally measure the inner surface temperature 
of the 1mm channel as well as the temperature 
difference between liquid and wall, especially in 
transient situation. The numerical simulations are 
appropriate to practical research of fluid flow and heat 
transfer parameters in heat exchangers [22]. These are 
very useful supplement to the interpretation of the 
experimental data, where temperature fields and heat 
fluxes are very difficult or impossible to measure. The 
central focus of this research work is to predict the heat 
transfer coefficient and to develop the correlations for 
dimensionless temperature and Nusselt number in 
transient situation.  

Since heat exchanger is one of the key components 
of energy conversion systems, research on MICHXs can 
be improved and extended through exploring novel 
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schemes that exhibit more compact and enhanced heat 
transfer. No numerical data is available for 3D transient 
thermal performance and behaviour of serpentine 
liquid-to-air crossflow MICHX. Most of the researchers 
obtained simulations for simple geometries of 2D 
crossflow heat exchangers with some simplifying 
assumptions. A few numerical solutions are available for 
3D transient modeling of simple pipes; however, such 
solutions do not represent the real-world scenarios. The 
complexities of heat transfer and fluid motion in a 
serpentine liquid-to-air crossflow MICHX make it 
challenging for the researchers to obtain 3D transient 
simulations. The findings of the literature survey 
unveiled the great necessity of further research on 3D 
transient heat transfer in the liquid-to-air crossflow 
MICHX. This research is achieved with the intention of 
filling the current information gaps as much as possible. 
The current research is numerically done in a liquid-to-
air cross flow MICHX for perturbation in hot fluid mass 
flow rate. Authors have evaluated the transient heat 
transfer coefficient and developed correlations for 
transient dimensionless temperature and Nusselt 
number, which signifies the novelty of current research. 
These correlations can be useful sources for the future 
researchers working on MICHX as their applications 
become more widespread. The established models, data, 
and correlations can be valuable source of improving the 
effective efficiency and design control strategy of MICHX. 
It is also anticipated that the designers can utilize the 
transient results to develop process control strategies 
for heat transport devices due to a sudden change in 
operating conditions. 
 
2. Numerical Methodology 
2.1. Geometry Modelling 

In the current research, 3D transient heat transfer 
simulation has been conducted in a 5-pass single-loop 
MICHX with the purpose evaluating transient behaviour 
of the heat exchanger. This is also a demonstrative 
representation of a real heat exchanger used by Fotowat 
et al. [21]. The geometric data and specifications of the 
device are illustrated in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Specifications of the device. 

No. of channels/tube 68 
Channel diameter 1 mm 
Port-to-port distance 1.463 mm 
Slab width, x-direction 100 mm 
Slab thickness, y-direction 2 mm 

Slab length, z-direction 305 mm 
Fin density per 25.4 mm 12 
Fin height 16 mm 
Fin thickness 0.1 mm 
Inlet & exit tube diameter 4.76 mm 

 
The photograph of the physical device (MICHX) used in 
this study, CAD model, and the dimensions of the slab 
and minichannels are shown in Figures 1(a), 1(b), and 
1(c) respectively. 
 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
Figure 1. (a) Photograph of the crossflow MICHX, (b) CAD 
model of the physical device, and (c) monolithic channels 
inside the serpentine slab (left) and dimensions of slab & 
channel (right). 
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2.2. Computational Domain 
The computational domains have been selected in 

consideration of the test chambers incorporating 
minichannel heat exchanger (MICHX) as used by 
Fotowat et al. [21] in their experimental study. The 
computational domain consists of a minichannel heat 
exchanger (MICHX) and a test chamber in a liquid-to-air 
cross flow orientation. These are equipped in the 
experimental setup of Thermal Management Research 
Laboratory at University of Windsor. The domain 
includes two continuums and the solid heat exchanger. 
Hot fluid (water) flows through the channels inside the 
MICHX, while the cold fluid (air) flows through the test 
chamber in a cross-flow orientation as presented below.  
 

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 2. Photograph of the liquid-to-air crossflow MICHX 

inside the test chamber and (b) computational domain used 
in the simulations of the current study. 

 
In Fig. 2(a), the MICHX and the test chamber are 

shown without insulation. However, in the experiment, 
all these regions were fully insulated. In Fig. 2(b), the 
white color represents the parts that are insulated. The 

top and bottom of the MICHX are also white, but invisible 
due to yellow colored MICHX core. Heat transfer takes 
place between hot and cold fluids via solid slabs and fins. 
 
2.3. Mesh / Grid Generation 

The domain consists of two major components, a 
minichannel heat exchanger (MICHX) and a test 
chamber. The MICHX consists of two  manifolds, five 
core-slabs with sixty eight minichannels, two dummy- 
slabs,  four serpentine bends, and eight hundred and 
forty six fins. Meshing of each component is discussed in 
this section. Various meshing approaches have been 
used to generate appropriate grids for each component 
in the computational domain. GAMBIT is used to create 
geometry and generate mesh applicable for CFD 
simulations using ANSYS FLUENT. The geometry 
contains millions of surfaces and volumes because of the 
complex shape of the models. Due to the complexity of 
the geometry, it is impossible to generate a single 
structured mesh for the whole domain. The model is, 
therefore, divided into several sub-sections including air 
(test chamber), manifolds, serpentines, channels, and 
solid slabs and fins. A computer with 16 parallel 
processors and 128GB random access memory (RAM) is 
used for this current study. Structured hexahedral 
meshes are generated for the fins. Cooper hexahedral 
and wedge meshes are generated for the serpentine 
bends and channels, while unstructured tetrahedral, 
hybrid and wedge meshes are created for the rest of the 
model. Some of the channel and air meshes are shown in 
Figures 3(a) and 3(b).  
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. (a) Zoomed channel mesh and (b) zoomed air mesh. 

 
2.4. Assumptions 

In the current study, the inlet air temperature of 

13℃ is heated by the inlet water temperature of 70℃ 

for all cases. The relative humidity (RH) of air at inlet 

condition is in the range of 15% to 40%. At 1 atm 

pressure, the maximum moisture content of the inlet air 

at 40% RH is about 4g/kg dry air. Since air is heated by 
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hot water, the moisture content of outlet air (at 35.6℃ 

max.) would be similar to that of the inlet air. In this 

situation, heat transfer contribution of the water vapor 

content in the air is assumed to be negligible (~0.7% 

deviation) within the working conditions.  

In the current study, the bulk temperature of air 

varies from 17.4℃ to 24.3℃. Compared to the 

properties of air at the standard temperature of 20℃, 

the maximum deviation of density, specific heat, 

viscosity, and conductivity of air are computed 2.4%, 

0.02%, 1.90%, and 2.11%, respectively. In order to 

reduce the computational complicacies in the current 

3D transient heat transfer simulation, the constant 

thermophysical properties of air at standard 

temperature of 20℃ and pressure of 1 atm [NIST] are 

used. 
Following assumptions have been made for the 

given flow geometry and boundary conditions in the 
current study. 
 fluids are single phase incompressible Newtonian  
 thermophysical properties of liquid are the functions 

of temperature but independent of pressure 
 change in thermophysical properties of air and solid 

(aluminium) within the working temperature are  
negligible 

 heat transfer takes place between liquid and air only 
 walls of serpentine and manifolds are adiabatic 
 no radiation heat transfer in the system 
 no heat loss or gain to or from the surroundings  

 
2.5. Governing Equations  

In the current study, the Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations have been solved by 
using ANSYS FLUENT, a finite volume method (FVM) 
based CFD software.  Based on the key assumptions, 
these [23] are illustrated below. 

 
Continuity or mass conservation:  
 
∂ρ

∂t
= −∇ ∙ (ρu) (2.5.1) 

 
Momentum conservation:  
 
∂ρu

∂t
+ ∇ ∙ ρuu 

= u(
∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ ∙ ρu) + ρ (

∂u

∂t
+ u ∙ ∇u) 

(2.5.2) 

 
Energy conservation:  
 
∂

∂t
(ρE) + ∇ ∙ (u⃗ (ρE + P)) 

= ∇ ∙ (keff∇T + (τ̅̅eff ∙ u⃗ )) 
(2.5.3) 

 

where, the effective thermal conductivity, keff = k +
Cpμt

Prt
 

and the deviatoric stress tensor, (τij)eff = μeff (
∂uj

∂xi
+

∂ui

∂xj
) −

2

3
μeff (

∂uk

∂xk
δij) 

 
Turbulence kinetic energy, k: 
 
∂

∂t
(ρk) +

∂

∂xi

(ρkui) 

=
∂

∂xj
[(μ +

μt

σk
)

∂k

∂xj
] + Gk − ρε 

(2.5.4) 

 
where, the term, Gk for the transport of k is, 

Gk = −ρui
′uj

′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ ∂ui

∂xi
 

 
Turbulence energy dissipation, ε:  
 
∂

∂t
(ρε) +

∂

∂xi

(ρεui) 

=
∂

∂xj
[(μ +

μt

σε
)

∂ε

∂xj
] + C1ε

ε

k
(Gk) − C2ερ

ε2

k
 

(2.5.5) 

 
where, C1ε, C2ε, and C3ε are constants, and σε is the 
turbulent Prandtl number for ε. 
 
2.6. Grid Independency Study  

It is essential to note that the mesh fineness plays 
a vital role in the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
simulations. In the CFD, the simulation time, cost and 
accuracy greatly depend on proper mesh generation in 
the computational domain. In order to establish the 
accuracy and consistency of the numerical results, and to 
retain the computational cost low, the grid independency 
test has been performed in the current study. Several 
grid systems have been used to check grid independency 
by solving the Navier-Stokes governing equations. The 
initial computational domain consists of 5.8 million of 
cells. If the fine grid is doubled to the coarse one in the 
whole domain then the total volume of meshes goes very 
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high and the computer become frozen. As a result, grids 
are adapted gradually near the wall, especially for the 
heat exchanger core where heat transfer takes place 
between the hot and cold fluids. These are presented in 
Figure 4.  
 

 
Figure 4. Grid independency of liquid-to-air crossflow MICHX. 

 
The relative deviations in the heat transfer rates 

(Q̇) and the pressure drops (∆P) in two consecutive grid 
systems (GS) are computed. The variations of Q̇ between 
GS1 & GS2, GS2 & GS3, GS3 & GS4, and GS4 & GS5 are 
found 13.0%, 12.7%, 11.0%, and 0.5%, respectively. 
While the respective variations of ∆P between GS1 & 
GS2, GS2 & GS3, GS3 & GS4, and GS4 & GS5 are observed 
4.1%, 14.4%, 4.2%, and 0.8%. The grid system of the 
numerical simulations has been chosen when the 
maximum variations in both the Q̇ and the ∆P in two 
successive GS are observed about 1%. The selected GS of 
the model in the current study contains 7.85M of cells.  
 
2.8. Computational and Physical Setup 

In the current study, the CFD has been carried out 
in 3DDP, pressure-based, absolute velocity formulation 
and implicit scheme to solve the flow and heat transfer 
problem in the liquid-to-air crossflow MICHX. Details of 
the physical and computational fundamental parameters 
are described in this section. 
 
Model selection: 

A turbulence model is used to capture the 
turbulence parameters developed in the heat exchanger. 
This model is chosen due to the high Reynolds number of 
the fluids at the inlet and the outlet boundaries as well as 
three-dimensional unsteady random fluid motion at 
headers, manifolds, and heat exchanger core. 
Preliminary simulations have been conducted using 
Standard 𝑘-𝜀 and Shear Stress Transport (SST) 𝑘-𝜔 
turbulence models. Numerical predictions have been 

compared to the experimentally measured data. The 
Standard 𝑘-𝜀 with EWT shows better results than the 
others. As a result, Standard 𝑘-𝜀 turbulence model is 
used in the current study. Viscous heating is enabled to 
capture the effects of viscous heating on the thermal 
performance of the heat exchanger. 
  
Properties of materials: 

The thermophysical properties, such as density, 
specific heat, viscosity and thermal conductivity of a fluid 
signify the response of the fluid due to the variation in its 
speed or flow rate, temperature or combination of both. 
In the current study, the all working fluids have been 
assumed as incompressible within the operating 
temperature and flow regime. The transport properties 
of the hot fluid (water) have been considered 
temperature dependent. While the properties of air and 
solid (aluminum) have been assumed independent of 
temperature.  
 
Initial and Boundary conditions: 

Following boundary conditions are applied in the 
current study: 

 Inlet liquid: Temperature and mass flow rates 
are specified  

 Inlet air: Temperature and mass flow rate or 
velocity are specified  

 Outlet liquid: Pressure outlet boundary 
condition is specified. 

 Outlet air: Pressure outlet boundary condition 
is specified 

 Headers, manifolds and serpentines: Zero heat 
flux is specified. 

 Walls: No slip, stationary wall and zero heat 

flux or adiabatic thermal boundary conditions 
are specified 

 

3. Data Processing 
3.1. Heat Transfer Performance Parameters 

Following fundamental equations have been used 
for computations of convective heat transfer: 

 
Heat transfer rate (Q̇):  
 
Q̇ = ṁCp∆T (3.1.1) 

 
Heat transfer coefficient (h):  
 
h = Q̇ (As(Tm − Ts))⁄  (3.1.2) 
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3.2. Mass Flow Rate Ratio (MR) 
The mass rate ratio (MR) is defined as the ratio of 

the new hot fluid inlet mass flow rate after step change 
(ṁh,new) over the initial hot fluid inlet mass flow rate 

(ṁh,initial). It is calculated as 

 
MR = ṁh,new ṁh,initial⁄  (3.2.1) 

 
3.3. Residence Time (𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒔) 

Residence time (tres) is defined as the time 
occupied by the hot fluid to travel the heat exchanger 
core, where heat transfer takes place between the hot 
fluid and the cold fluid. It is computed as 

 
tres = Lch  Vch⁄ = ρhAc,chLch ṁh,ch⁄  (3.3.1) 

 
 
3.4. Dimensionless Parameters 

In order to generalize and conveniently report the 
simulation outcomes, parameters have been non-
dimensionalized. 

 

Nusselt number: Nu =
hd

k
 (3.3.1) 

   

Reynolds number: Re =
ṁ

Nπμd
 (3.3.2) 

   

Prandtl number: Pr =
μCp

k
 (3.3.3) 

   
Convective heat transfer relationship [24]: 
 
Nu = aRemPrn (3.3.4) 

 
Transient dimensionless outlet temperature:  
 

Th,o
∗ (t) =

Th,o(t) − Tc,i

Th,i − Tc,i
 (3.3.5) 

 
Dimensionless time (t∗):  
 

t∗ =
t

tres
 (3.3.6) 

  
The residence time (tres) is the time (t) employed by the 
hot fluid to pass through channel, where heat exchanges 
between the hot and cold fluids. 
  

Dimensionless response time (τ): 
 
τ = t𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝 t𝑟𝑒𝑠⁄  (3.3.7) 

 
The response time (t𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝) is defined as the time required 

for a fluid to reach from one steady state to another final 
steady state situation. 
 

4. Model Verification and Validation 
In order to ensure that the numerical results of the 

computational model are accurate and consistent, model 
verification and validation have been accomplished. 
These are illustrated in this section.  
 
4.1. Model Verification 

The roundoff error, the iterative convergence 
error, and the discretization error have been evaluated 
as prescribed by AIAA (1998) [25]. With the aim of 
minimizing the roundoff error, CFD simulation results 
have been obtained using a double precision machine 
with 16 significant digits. In order to quantify the 
iterative convergence error, the effects of residuals on 
mass flow rate and pressure drop have been 
investigated. The discretization error is computed by 
mesh refinement. A grid independency study has been 
carried out to attain a high-quality CFD simulation result. 
Another verification has been performed by checking 
overall mass flow rates of both fluids and heat transfer 
rate of the system.  
 
4.2. Model Validation  

The transient response of a liquid-to-air crossflow 
heat exchanger under changes in the hot water mass flow 
rate has numerically been studied. Different mass flow 
rate ratio (MR) starting from an original value of MR = 1 
to the subsequent MR of 0.5, 0.8, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 have 
been solved. The hot fluid (water) inlet temperature of 
70℃ and cold fluid (air) inlet temperature of 13℃ and 
velocity of 6m/s have been kept constant throughout all 
the simulations for all the mass flow steps.  

With the purpose of making sure that the model 
precisely represents the actual applications, a set of 
results from transient simulations has been validated 
with available experimental transient data [21]. In both, 
the simulation and the experiment, hot fluid (water) is 
cooled by cold fluid (air) Figures 5(a) to 5(d) present the 
comparison of numerical and experimental results for 
the transient outlet temperature of the hot fluid due to 
the step change in same fluid mass flow rate. In the hot 
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fluid outlet temperature, the numerical predictions 
display maximum deviation of 13.56% and mean 
absolute deviation (MAD) of 8.78%.  In Figure 5(e), 
outlet temperature of the hot fluid at quasi-steady state 
under various mass flow steps is summarized. At steady 
state, The maximum error of 8.55% and mean absolute 
error of 7.07% is found in the numrical results for hot 
fluid outlet temperature. Numerical results show good 
agreement with the experimental data. 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 
Figure 5. Comparison beteewn experimental [21] and 

numerical Th,o for (a) MR=0.5, (b) MR=0.8, (c) MR=1.5, (d) 
MR=2.0 and (e) steady state for Th,i = 70℃, Tc,i = 13℃, and 

vc,i = 6.3m/s. 

 
Stepping up (MR > 1) and stepping down (MR <

1) of hot fluid mass flow rate perform two distinct heat 
transfer behaviors. The MR > 1 displays a higher heat 
transfer coefficient while MR < 1 a lower heat transfer 
coefficient compared to the initial value of MR = 1. With 
the referencing of MR = 1, the current study 
overestimated (further away from the baseline or initial) 
the experimental data. Numerical predictions are 
consistent for both MR > 1 and MR < 1. 

The numerical and experimental results for the 
temporal variation of cold fluid outlet temperature due 
to the mass flow steps have also been compared and 
presented in Figures 6(a) to 6(c).  In the cold fluid outlet 
temperature, the simulation results display maximum 
deviation of 12.21% and mean absolute deviation (MAD) 
of 9.87%.The Figure 6(d) shows the  summary of cold 
fluid outlet temperature at quasi-steady situation under 
different mass flow steps. At steady state, the maximum 
error of 9.74% and mean absolute error of 7.08% are 
found in simulations for the cold fluid outlet 
temperature, which are within the acceptable range of 
error. 
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(a) 
 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
Figure 6. Comparison between numerical and experimental 

data Tc,o for (a) MR=0.5, (b) MR=1.5, (c) MR=2.0 and (d) 
steady state for 𝑇ℎ,𝑖 = 70℃, 𝑇𝑐,𝑖 = 13℃, and 𝑣𝑐,𝑖 = 6.3𝑚/𝑠. 

 

The numerical prediction of heat transfer rate at 
the final stedy state condition for different mass flow 
rate ratio (MR) also compared with the experimental 
results and presented in Figure 7(a).  The error in 
numerical predictions of the final steady-state hot fluid 
outlet temperature (𝑇ℎ,𝑜), cold fluid outlet temperature 

(𝑇𝑐,𝑜), and heat transfer rate (�̇�) are summerized in 
Figure 7(b). The maximun error of 8.55% in 𝑇ℎ,𝑜, 9.74% 

in 𝑇𝑐,𝑜, and 8.67% in �̇� are observed among all cases. 

These are within the acceptable range of error. 
 

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 7. (a) Experimental [21] and numerical heat transfer 

rate at the steady state and (b) %error in fluids outlet 
temperaures and heat trnasfer rate compared to 

experimental results [21]. 

 
The model is also validated with the theoretical 

correlation. The numerical results of the final steady-
state effectiveness (𝜀) are compared with the theoretical 
steady-state 𝜀-NTU correlation for the unmixed-
unmixed cross flow  heat exchanger developed by Kays 
and London [26] .  

 

𝜀 = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {
𝑁𝑇𝑈0.22

𝐶
[𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐶𝑁𝑇𝑈0.78) − 1]} (4.1) 
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The numerical predictions and the calculated 
results using Eq. 4.1 are presented below in Table 2. 
From the results presented in Table 2, the maximum 
error of 3.43% is observed in numerical predictions, 
which shows a good agreement with the theoretical 
correlation. The verification and validation of numerical 
results ensure the reliability of the results and one can 
certainly depend on the accuracy and consistency of the 
CFD models of the current study. 
 

Table 2. Validation with theoretical correlation [26]. 

𝑀𝑅 𝜀𝑛𝑢𝑚 ɛ𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜 [Using Eq. (4.1)] Error [%] 

0.5 0.936 0.917 2.097 

0.8 0.846 0.845 0.121 

1 0.782 0.770 1.566 

1.5 0.645 0.632 1.960 

2 0.544 0.532 2.425 

2.5 0.468 0.455 2.871 

3 0.410 0.397 3.432 

 

5. Results and Discussions 
5.1. Effect of MR on Hot Fluid Residence Time 

The transient effect of hot fluid (water) MR on the 
residence time (tres) is shown in Figure 8.  
 

 
Figure 8. Variations of residence time under various MR. 

 
In the figure, the x-axis value of MR = 1 represents 

the initial mass flow rate of hot fluid from which step 
changes are taken place. Stepping up (fold-increase) and 
stepping down (fold-decrease) of the hot fluid mass flow 
rate are  denoted by MR > 1 and MR < 1, respectively. It 

is observed that the residence time decreases with 
increase of mass flow step variation in a nonlinear 
pattern of geometric sequence. The gradient of the 
residence time is greater for step down scenarios than 
the step-up scenarios, and approaches toward the 
smaller magnitude. The residence time becomes double 
for half-fold decrease and turns into half for 2-fold 
increase of mass flow rate. This is because the smaller 
the step ratio, the lower the fluid velocity and Reynolds 
number of the fluid. 

 
5.2. Transient Effect of MR on Response Time 

The response time is defined as the time required 
for a fluid to reach from one steady state to another. In 
reality, the starting or initial time of transition of two 
fluids are not the same. There is a time delay to response 
of one fluid compared to the other fluid. The effects of hot 
fluid mass flow rate step variations (MR) on the transient 
response time for fold-increase and fold-decrease are 
shown in Figures 9(a) - 9(d). In order to compare the 
effects of MR on a consistent basis, the response time 
(tresp) is  made dimensionless by dividing it by the 

residence time (tres) for the step change in hot fluid mass 
flow rate.  

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) represent the effects of MR 
on the dimensionless response time (𝜏) for stepping up 
and stepping down situations, respectively. It is clearly 
apparent from the figures that the response time is 
shorter for greater MR, while it is longer for smaller MR. 
The gradient is steeper for MR < 1 compared to the 
gradient for MR > 1. The response time is quantified in 
absolute time unit and presented in Figures 9(c) and 
9(d).  The numerical prediction shows that the response 
time taken by the MICHX is about 30s for 2-fold increase 
and 110s for half-fold decrease of mass flow rate. This is 
because the fluid transportation velocity, molecular 
movement and the heat transfer coefficient increase 
with the increase of the mass flow rate. 
 

(a) 
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(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
Figure 9. Effects of hot fluid mass flow step variation on (a) 

dimensionless response time for stepping up (b) 
dimensionless response time for stepping down, (c) absolute 

response time for stepping up, and (d) absolute response 
time for stepping down. 

 
5.3. Effects of MR on Outlet Temperatures of Fluids  

The transient variations of hot (water) and cold 
(air) fluids outlet temperature due to step changes in hot 
fluid mass flow rate are presented in Figures 10(a) and 
10(b), respectively. The hot fluid mass flow rate step 
ratio, MR = 1 defines the original or reference value. For 
both the hot fluid and the cold fluid, the time occupied to 
approach the steady state decreases with the increase of 
MR value. At higher MR value, greater steady state (final) 
outlet temperature is observed for both the fluids. This is 
because the working condition of the heat exchanger is 
“heats the cold fluid”. Numerical prediction shows that 

the higher the mass flow rate, the higher the Reynolds 
number and the heat transfer coefficient. The trend for 
transient and quasi-steady state outlet temperatures are 
not symmetrical for step up and step-down mass flow 
variations. This can be interpreted as the time dependent 
outlet temperatures of both the hot fluid and the cold 
fluid for 2-fold step up (MR = 2) and half-fold step down 
(MR = 0.5) are asymmetrical. For 2-fold step up mass 
flow rate, the outlet temperature of the hot fluid and the 
cold fluids at steady state condition are increased by 
42% and 20%, respectively. Whereas, the corresponding 
outlet temperature are decreased by 36% and 21% for 
half-fold step down mass flow rate. 
 

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 10. Transient responses of the outlet temperature of 

(a) the hot fluid and (b) the cold fluid under MR for 𝑇ℎ,𝑖 =

70℃, 𝑇𝑐,𝑖 = 13℃, and 𝑣𝑐,𝑖 = 6.3𝑚/𝑠. 

 
5.4. Transient Effect of MR on the Hot Fluid and the 
Channel Inner Surface Temperatures 

The transient variations of hot fluid and channel 
inner surface temperatures under hot fluid mass flow 
steps are presented in Figures 11(a) and 11(b), 
respectively. 
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(a) 

(b) 
Figure 11. Transient effect of MR on (a) the hot fluid mean 

temperature and (b) the channel inner surface temperature 
for 𝑇ℎ,𝑖 = 70℃, 𝑇𝑐,𝑖 = 13℃, and 𝑣𝑐,𝑖 = 6.3𝑚/𝑠. 

 
The mass-weighted average temperature of the 

hot fluid is computed as 
 

∑ (Th,jmh,j)
n

j=1
∑ mh,j

n

j=1
⁄  (5.4.1) 

 
where, Th denotes the temperature of the hot fluid 
associated with a cell in the domain and mh represents 
the mass of the hot fluid associated with the cell. 

The area-weighted average temperature of 
channel inner surface is computed as 
 

∑ (Ts,jAj)
n

j=1
∑ Aj

n

j=1
⁄  (5.4.2) 

 
where, Ts is the channel inner surface temperature 
associated with a cell in the domain and A is the facet 
(surface) area associated with the cell. 
 
5.5. Correlation for Transient Dimensionless Outlet 
Temperature of the Hot Fluid  

Figure 12(a) shows the variations of the 
dimensionless hot fluid temporal outlet temperature to 
the quasi-steady outlet temperature at various 

dimensionless time and hot fluid mass flow steps.  It is 
shown in the figure that at transient region, hot fluid 
outlet temperatures are influenced by both the time and 
the mass flow rate. They approach asymptotic value of 1 
in the quasi-steady state. The effect of mass flow step 
variations on transient response of temperatures is 
stronger at the beginning and becomes gradually weaker 
with decreasing gradient.   

 

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 12.  (a) Transient responses of dimensionless outlet 
temperature of the hot fluid under MR and (b) Relationship 

between T*h,o(∞) and MR. 

 
A general correlation for Th,o

∗ (t) in terms of Th,o
∗ (∞) 

under various mass flow steps is developed. First, the 
correlation for Th,o

∗ (∞) with regard to the MR is obtained 

and presented in Figure 12(b). Expectedly, the Th,o
∗ (∞)  

increases with the increase of MR. The variations follow 
a power relationship with positive exponent as 

 
Th,o

∗ (∞) = 0.23MR0.89 (5.5.1) 
 
Then, the correlation for each MR is obtained and 

presented in Figures 13(a) to 13(d). 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
Figure 13. Correlations of 𝑇ℎ,𝑜

∗ (𝑡) for (a) MR=1.5, (b) MR=2.0, 

(c) MR=2.5, and (d) MR=3.0. 

 
The correlations for the Th,o

∗ (t) with regard to 

Th,o
∗ (∞) corresponding to each MR are presented below: 

 

Th,o
∗ (t) = Th,o

∗ (∞){1 − 0.35e−0.09t∗} (5.5.2) 

with R2 = 0.99, for MR=1.5; Reℎ = 950  
  

Th,o
∗ (t) = Th,o

∗ (∞){1 − 0.54e−0.13t∗} (5.5.3) 

with R2 = 0.97, for MR=2.0; Reℎ = 1380  
  

Th,o
∗ (t) = Th,o

∗ (∞) {1 − 0.62e−0.17t∗} (5.5.4) 

with R2 = 0.98, for MR=2.5; Reℎ = 1820  
   

Th,o
∗ (t) = Th,o

∗ (∞){1 − 0.67e−0.18t∗} (5.5.5) 

with R2 = 0.97, for MR=3.0; Reℎ = 2265  
 
The above relations from (5.5.2) to (5.5.5) have 

been correlated to obtain a generalized correlation for 
the Th,o

∗ (t) as a function of Th,o
∗ (∞), t∗and MR. These 

Equations can be expressed in the following form: 
 

Th,o
∗ (t) = Th,o

∗ (∞){1 − C1e
−D1t

∗
} (5.5.6) 

 
where, Th,o

∗ (∞) = 0.23MR0.89, as shown before in 

Equation (5.5.1). 
 
C1 = 0.25MR0.93 (5.5.7) 

 
D1 = 0.06MR1.05 (5.5.8) 

 
where, Th,o

∗ (∞), C1 and D1 are dependent on the mass 

flow steps. The regression analyses have been done with 
the purpose of obtaining C1 and D1.  

The developed generalized correlation (5.5.6) for 
transient dimensionless temperature of the hot fluid is 
compared with the numerical data for each mass flow 
step variations. This correlation fits all data in the 
transient schemes with maximum deviation of 10.39% 
as shown in Figure 14. 
 

 
Figure 14. Correlation for dimensionless transient outlet 

temperature of the hot fluid under mass flow step changes. 
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5.6. Transient Effect of MR on Heat Transfer Rate 
The transient effects of step change in hot fluid 

mass flow rate on the heat transfer rate are shown in 
Figures 15(a) and 15(b). The figures present the heat 
transfer rate for stepping up or fold-increase scenarios. 
As fold-increases, heat transfer rate in the hot fluid-side, 
as shown in Figure 15(a), starts from a higher 
magnitude. On the other hand, the start-up magnitude of 
heat transfer in cold fluid-side, as shown in Figure 15(b), 
is constant for all steps. This is because of the fact that 
the steps have been obtained in hot fluid mass flow rate 
from a reference steady state condition. It can be 
interpreted as cooling and heating modes in the heat 
transfer based fluid flow. 
 

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 15. Transient effect of mass flow steps on heat transfer 

rate in (a) the hot fluid side and (b) the cold fluid side. 

 
The heat transfer rate in the hot fluid drops down 

and cold fluid rises up from their start-up values until it 
reaches to the thermal equilibrium condition and 
becomes steady state.  For both the hot fluid and the cold 
fluid, increasing mass flow steps results faster and 
higher heat transfer rate. For any particular step, the 
response time is larger for the hot fluid than the cold 
fluid. This is because of the fact that that the hot fluid 
residence time is greater than the cold fluid. Another 
reason is that the step change has been attained in the 
hot fluid-side. 

 
5.7. Transient Effect of MR on the Heat Transfer 
Coefficient of Hot Fluid 

The transient effects of hot fluid MR on hot fluid’s 
heat transfer coefficient fluid is illustrated in Figures 
16(a) and 16(b) below. The Figure 16(a) represents 
stepping up, while Figure 16(b) represents stepping 
down situations. The transient response of the liquid-to-
air crossflow heat exchanger has been considered for 
mass flow steps of 0.5, 0.8, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0. At the 
start-up, it is seen that the heat transfer coefficient of the 
hot fluid (hh) for fold-increase (MR = 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 
3.0) is higher than that of the original value. However, 
the hh is lower than the original value for fold-decrease 
(MR = 0.08 and 0.05). This is because of the fact that the 
fluid mass flow rate dictates the Reynolds number, which 
strongly influences the heat transfer coefficient. It is well 
mentioned that the steps have been obtained from a 
steady state condition of the original MR of 1.  

  

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 16. Transient heat transfer coefficient of hot fluid for 

(a) stepping up of MR and (b) stepping down of MR. 

 
The heat transfer coefficient gradually decreases 

with time for stepping up, becomes constant at the fully 
developed region and reaches a steady state. On the 
other hand, the heat transfer coefficient gradually 
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increases with time for stepping down and becomes 
constant at steady state.  

The heat transfer coefficient of hot fluid at quasi-
steady state under perturbation of the hot fluid mass 
flow rate is illustrated in Figure 17(a). Increasing heat 
transfer coefficient is found with the increase of MR. This 
is because of the fact that the higher MR causes the 
higher temperature gradient between the wall surface 
and the fluid, which results in higher heat transfer 
coefficient. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 17. (a) Heat transfer coefficient of the hot fluid at 

steady state and (b) comparison of the hh(t) between a 2-fold 
increase and a half-fold decrease of MR 

 
A relative heat transfer coefficient of hot fluid due 

a 2-fold increase and a half-fold decrease of MR is shown 
in Figure 17(b). Asymmetric hh have been predicted for 
stepping up and stepping down situations. This is 
because of the fact that the formation of thermal and 
hydrodynamic boundary layers in heat transfer based 
fluid flow is different due to affected fluid density and 
hence the Prandtl number [24]. 
 
5.8. Correlation for Transient Nu at Various Re 
under MR 

Figure 18(a) illustrates the hot fluid transient 
Nusselt number, Nuh(t) to quasi-steady Nusselt number, 
Nuh(∞) with dimensionless time,t∗ and hot fluid MR.  

The figure shows that at transient state, the ratio of 
Nuh(t) to Nuh(∞)  is influenced by both the time and the 
mass flow rate. The value of Nuh(t)/Nuh(∞) approaches 
to asymptotic value of 1 in the quasi-steady state. The 
effect of mass flow steps on transient responses of Nu is 
initially stronger with higher gradient. The effect 
gradually reduces with smaller gradient and approaches 
to the quasi-steady state. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 18. (a) Transient Nusselt number at various Reynolds 

number and (b) Nu-Re-Pr correlation for MR 

 
A general correlation for Nuh(t) in terms of 

Nuh(∞) at mass flow step variations is developed. The 
correlation for Nuℎ(∞) − Re − Pr is obtained from the 
best curve fit as illustrated in Figure 18(b). It is obvious 
from the figure that the Nuh(∞)  increases with the 
increase of Re, which is subjected to MR.  The variation 
of Nuh(∞) with regard to Re and Pr follows the power-
law relationship with positive exponent as 

 

Nuh(∞) = 1.21Reh
0.25Prh

1/3
 (5.8.1) 

 
for 3.2 ≤ Prh ≤ 4.5 and 950 ≤ Reh ≤ 2265  

The correlation of Nuh(t) for each MR is attained 
and presented in Figures 19(a) to 19(d). 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
Figure 19. Correlation for transient Nusselt number at (a) 

MR=1.5, (b) MR=2.0, (c) MR=2.5, and (d) MR=3.0 

 
The correlations for the Nuh(t) in terms of Nuh(∞) 

and t∗ corresponding to each mass flow step are stated 
below: 
  

Nuh(t) = Nuh(∞){1 + 0.28e−0.22t∗}  (5.8.2) 

with R2 = 0.98, for MR = 1.5; Reℎ = 950  
 

Nuh(t) = Nuh(∞){1 + 0.40e−0.17t∗}  (5.8.3) 

with R2 = 0.96, for MR = 2.0; Reℎ = 1380  
 

Nuh(t) = Nuh(∞){1 + 0.46e−0.15t∗}  (5.8.4) 

with R2 = 0.97, for MR = 2.5; Reℎ = 1820  
 

Nuh(t) = Nuh(∞){1 + 0.49e−0.14t∗}  (5.8.5) 

with R2 = 0.96, for MR = 3.0; Reℎ = 2265  
 

The above Equations from (5.8.2) to (5.8.5) have 
been correlated to develop a generalized correlation for 
the Nuh(t)as a function of Nuh(∞), t∗ and MR. These can 
be illustrated in the following generalized form: 

 

Nuh(t) = Nuh(∞)[1 + C2e
−D2t

∗
] (5.8.6) 

 

where, Nuh(∞) = 1.21Reh
0.25Prh

1/3
, derived earlier, [see 

Eq. (5.8.1)] for 3.2 ≤ Prh ≤ 4.5 and 950 ≤ Reh ≤ 2265. 
 
C2 = 0.21MR0.83 with R2 = 0.95 (5.8.7) 
  
D2 = 0.28MR−0.67 with R2 = 0.98 (5.8.8) 

 
The coefficient C2 and exponent D2, both depend 

on the mass flow steps. A regression analysis has been 
carried out with the aim of attaining C2 and D2. The 
developed correlation (5.8.6) for transient Nusselt 
number of the hot fluid is compared with the numerical 
data for each mass flow step.  This generalized 
correlation fits all data in the transient schemes within 
4.7% deviation as shown in Figure 20.  

 
Figure 20. Correlation for transient Nusselt number of hot 

fluid under MR 
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6. Conclusion 
Numerical investigations have been conducted in a 

liquid-to-air crossflow minichannel heat exchanger 
(MICHX) subjected to mass flow step variations of 0.5, 
0.8, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 in hot fluid mass flow rates. 
Numerical simulation is the appropriate counterpart to 
the interpretation of the experimental measurement, 
where thermal and flow fields are very challenging or 
unfeasible to measure. In the current study, a three-
dimensional transient CFD simulations have been 
performed in the unmixed-unmixed serpentine MICHX 
using ANSYS FLUENT. The hot fluid inlet mass flow rate 
has been varied while the other parameters for both the 
hot fluid and the cold fluid have been kept constant. The 
performance of the MICHX in terms of fluid outlet 
temperature, response time, and convective heat 
transfer has been predicted. The transient heat transfer 
coefficient was evaluated and new correlations for 
dimensionless temperature and Nusselt number in 
transient situations were established, displaying the 
uniqueness of the current study. The key findings of the 
current study are summarized below: 
 The exit temperature of the fluid does not respond 

instantaneously to the variation in the hot fluid mass 

flow rate due to the propagation delay.  

 The higher the mass flow step ratio, the higher the 

Reynolds number, which consequences in a longer 

response time for the hot fluid to be steady.  

 An asymmetric trend of temperatures and heat 

transfers with respect to response time for the 

decremental and incremental step variations has 

been observed.  

 For both the hot fluid and the cold fluid, increasing 

mass flow steps, results in a faster and higher heat 

transfer rate.  

 For any particular mass flow step, the response time 

is larger for the hot fluid than the cold fluid due to the 

fact that the hot fluid residence time is greater than 

the cold fluid. 

 For the hot fluid Reynolds number of  950 ≤ Reh ≤

2265, the convective heat transfer coefficient of hot 

fluid (water) is predicted from 4084w m2K⁄  to 

8356w m2K⁄ .   

 New correlations for the dimensionless transient 

outlet temperature of hot fluid in the form of  

Th,o
∗ (t) = Th,o

∗ (∞){1 − C1e
−D1t

∗
} and the  transient 

Nusselt number of hot fluid in the form of  

Nuh(t) = Nuh(∞)[1 + C2e
−D2t

∗
] are developed.  

These can serve future scientists for heat exchanger 

designs specifically in transient situations due to fluid 

mass flow step variations in crossflow MICHX, as their 

applications become more extensive. 
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